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В статье рассмотрены деятельность литературного редактора немецкого издательства “Suhrkamp” Катаринны Раабе и ее роль в популяризации украинской литературы в немецкоязычном социокультурном пространстве. Освещены принципы ее работы с переводчиками, продемонстрированы тактические решения, подчеркнута ее функция как межкультурного посредника.
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The article discusses the work of the editor of the German publishing house Suhrkamp Katarina Raabe, as well as her role in the popularization of Ukrainian literature in German-speaking world. The principles of her cooperation with translators were analyzed. This analysis allowed identifying her strategy and displaying her function as an intercultural mediator.
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TEXT STYLE TRANSFORMING IN THE PROCESS OF TRANSLATION
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The article deals with the problem of text style preserving in the process of translation. It is emphasized, that the translator comes across translation difficulties of semantic and stylistic nature, and, to overcome them, has to possess good knowledge of the source and target languages as well as background and metabackground knowledge. The urgency of text style preserving is among the essential tasks of the translator, as it influences the translation text perception by the reader.
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Topicality of the paper subject: due to the cultural turn of the 20th century, the process of translation has been addressed in the new way. First of all, the scholars accent their point of view not so much on the translation of the text itself, but more on the translation of culture. Any research in the field of translation theory and practice is topical when concentrating on the study of culture, cultures interaction and international relations.

When studying text style within the translation process, one has to consider stylistic peculiarities of both source and target texts as well as the individual styles of the source text author and the translator, taking into account the creative nature of translation process. These points have been already considered by some Ukrainian and foreign scholars: N. Bagrintseva, S. Florin, V. Vinogradov, S. Vlakhov, R. Zorivchak and others (the problems of translation), I. Arnold, I. Galperin, Y. Retsker, O. Morokhovsky and others (text style research). Yet, the stated points still need to be analysed with the view of their interaction and common influence on general transformations of the text that occur in the process of translation.

Thus, the aim of this paper is to analyse the factors influencing text style transforming and to present them as a system from the point of view of translation theory. The tasks to be done are as follows: to analyse and compare
various viewpoints on the considered problems and to supply the points with examples of Ukrainian-English translation of prose, where the Ukrainian quotations were selected from the pieces of prose written on the verge of the 19th–20th centuries, the English ones — from the translation texts written by Roma Franko.

Resting on the statement, that the process of translation is of creative nature, it is necessary to take into account the opinion of O. Rebriy, that such creativity is “manifested in solving the translation difficulties of linguistic origin” [14, 97].

The term of “translation difficulties” is explained in different ways. For instance, S. Vlakhov and S. Florin think, that realia create difficulties for the translator by means of their form, peculiarities, derivation potential, valence, etc. [7, 18]. Translation of phraseological units also creates the difficulties of their detection in the text, perception and understanding [7, 180]. Thus, the translator is to solve some important problems, the translation quality depending on it. In my opinion, this is connected with the degree of the author’s individual style reproduction and forms the translator’s individual style.

Another scholar, R. Zorivchak, puts translation difficulties down to not only lack of a corresponding equivalent with the same denotative meaning in the target language, but also the translated element’s connotation (its national and historical meaning) that has to be preserved as well [9, 39]. Thus, it is not obligatory for a word to be polysemic with the same denotative meaning in the target language, but also the translated element’s connotation (its national and historical meaning) that has to be preserved as well [9, 39]. Thus, it is not obligatory for a word to be polysemic to have a complex semantic structure which influences the translator’s choice when selecting translation equivalent.

The well-known Soviet translator K. Chukovskiy emphasized existence of “stylistic difficulties”, that could be faced when the languages involved into translation process were characterized by the high degree of relatedness, such as Ukrainian, Russian or Byelorussian, etc. [19, 218]. Thus, the broad sphere of the term’s usage is obvious. But studying the reasons of such translation difficulties is also of great essence.

Up to L. Barkhudarov, the difference in semantic systems of different language is among the basic sources of translation difficulties [4, 12]. It can be interpreted, that the statement goes not only about the language vocabulary, but it also covers temporarily established semasiological connections between the words and bound phrases. The way of rendering of a lexeme, phraseme and syntaxeme as well as contradictions between the author’s idea and the reader’s perception are considered of great essence.

In this context, we may consider the problem of equivalence in translation. According to B. Kielar, this problem is certainly connected to relations between the source and translation texts, though all scholars interpret it in their own way [23, 59]. And it is such individual way of interpreting that has resulted in long-lasting discussion about the sense of translation equivalence.

For instance, under Y. Retserver’s definition, the translation equivalent is constant correspondence, non-dependent on the context or established as a result of long-lasting contact of the languages [15, 9–11]. As could be seen, the mentioned definition covers semantic aspect of lexical subsystem of a language; it is closely connected to Y. Retserver’s theory of regular equivalents.

O. Shveytser singles out pragmatic equivalence, which considers communicative intention and communicative effect and is connected to all other types of equivalence [21, 86]. K. Kovaleva considers a pragmatic aspect very important for translation quality assessment [11, 14]. These statements make us conclude, that pragmatic equivalence must play main role in translator’s searching for the best equivalent possible. I consider it the main reason for essential (including semantic) transformations done in the process of translation.

This can be proved also by E. Tabakowska: the problem of equivalence, as she writes, lies in the empiric sphere; in practice, the equivalents may belong to the language units of different, incomparable levels, which are chosen by an experienced translator’s intuition [17, 103–105]. As this interpretation is rather broad and does not emphasize a role of the context, it makes it possible to choose the equivalents of a larger or smaller size, which, I should say, hints on addition and extraction transformations.

Various viewpoints on translation equivalence were summed up by O. Selivanova, who considers equivalence to be sustained correlation of information put into the translation text on the one hand and identity of its pragmatic impact on the other [16, 548].

Despite the fact, that a lot of scholars interpreting the notion of translation equivalence exceed the language lexical subsystem, studying the lexical transformations loses no importance. On the other hand, such studying is not limited with language matter analysis only, as the language is closely connected to society and culture.

For instance, N. Bagrintseva emphasizes translation difficulties appearing not only when translating the so-called non-translatable lexical units, but also when dealing with language units causing translation difficulties due to distinctions in contacting cultures [3, 80]. H. Guo states, that semantic translation difficulties are caused mainly by additional connotation [22, 344], and pragmatic ones — by historic, geographical, customary and religious distinctions between two cultures [22, 345–346]. These opinions are shared also by D. Wu. The scholar also thinks that the translator’s “intercultural awareness” does not grow naturally and must be trained [27, 123–124]. I totally agree that a language’s lexicon does not exist separately from culture, but I think, that as reproducing style requires
a special profound research, this paper should concentrate mostly on lexical-semantic aspect of the considered problem.

A lot of attention is drawn by the notion of non-translatable lexicon having no equivalents in other languages. S. Vlakhov and S. Florin include into it not only realia, but also, under some circumstances, terms, interjections, exotic words, acronyms, forms of address, deviation from literary norms, proper names and phraseological units [7, 43]. I consider the non-translatable units of lexicon the main source of translation difficulties resulting in peculiarities of the text style reproduction in general, the number of which, however, can be reduced.

One of such cases were commented upon by N. Bagrintseva. According to her, if two cultures are characterized by a long history of contacts, the numerous translations make a positive influence on the target culture and target text reader, thus, the knowledge about the foreign culture increases relieving the translator’s tasks [3, 92]. It is logical, that if such contacts are not so long-lasting, the translator has to do some extra job now and then. An opposite situation is described by R. Machali: the translator sometimes is to do additional transformations if the recipient’s background knowledge differs too much from that of the source text author [24, 86]. Sometimes it happens that the transformations go far beyond the text itself. One of such cases is mentioned by M. Murphy, when the translator rendering the Irish drama into English had to supply it with an additional historical context to explain negative treatment of the Irish characters to the Englishmen [25, 400–401]. I understand these three examples in such a way, that the scholars mean, first of all, the target text reader’s background knowledge. Thus, besides the good command of the source and target languages (which goes without saying), the translator must possess not only the background knowledge, but also the knowledge about the actual (or expected) background knowledge of the target text readers. The latter is also a sort of background knowledge about the target culture and constitutes the so-called metabackground knowledge. It results in need for the translator to be informed about the history of translation at least within the language pair, in which the translator works.

When trying and overcoming the translation difficulties of lexical nature, the translator often makes lexical transformations applying the method of the source text transformations, as described by R. Minyar-Byeloruchev. According to him, the translator selects the target language designation for a denotatum not immediately. At first, he/she considers the system of nominations of certain denotatum in the source language, which enables him/her to proceed with the translation text on the formal level of linguistic signs [12, 168]. In such case, I suppose, that when the translator appeals to the system of nominations, it is inevitable for him/her to use his/her personal experience, no matter if the target language is foreign or a mother tongue for him/her.

Now I consider urgent to focus on the very notion of the translation transformations.

This phenomenon was described in L. Barkhudarov’s works. So, the translation transformations are made by the translator in order to supply the translation text with all possible information and to keep the translation text within the target language norms. The scholar also gave 4 basic types of transformations: transposition, substitution, addition and omitting [4, 190]. In O. Selivanova’s paper one can also read about one more sort of transformations, which involves reproducing the unit of translation by non-isomorphic means and is called compensation [16, 551].

The following example illustrates a transformation in the process of translation: «Та й маєток твій пса варт, коли в тебе нема газдині» [29, 195] (literarily: “and your property is worth a dog, when you don’t have a lady of the house”) — “And all your wealth isn’t worth a damn, when you don’t have a good housewife” [35, 264]. As can be seen, the source sentence contains the bound phrase containing a stylistically marked word пса (a dog), giving a negative connotation to the sentence. The translator chooses similar bound phrase containing another word a damn, though with the same negative connotation. Thus, the translator tries and preserves the text style, implementing the substitution — a phrase is rendered by another phrase with different constituents but equal semantics and connotation.

In general, the lexical meaning of a word is thoroughly analysed in the works by V. Vinogradov. The linguist distinguished linguistic and speech information borne by the word, the two being separated only in the process of research. The lexical meaning, in its turn, comprises traditionally studied semantic and, more rarely, emotional-expressive information. Besides these, he also distinguished social-local, chronological, background and differentiative — as linguistic, and associative, derivative, allusive, functional and paralinguistic — as speech (or occasional) sorts of information [6, 48]. It enables one to say, that any word possesses several meanings, thus has a complex semantic structure. For instance, in the phrase «П’яний, Докійко…» [28, 217] the word Докійко is a proper name and, besides its etymology, has the following meanings: a first name, a female name, an informal invariant for Евдокія, marked with the endearment suffix -къ to denote the speaker’s endearing attitude, the inflection -о denoting the Vocative case form used for forms of address. Thus, the word denotes a form of an endearing informal address to the woman being in close relationship to the speaker. In the translation text, the phrase is rendered as “Drunk, Dokiyka…” [34, 53], where the reader, with the help of the context and
some formal signs (a capital initial, preceded by the comma) may restore the following: a name, a female name, used in the sentence as a form of address (compensating also the Vocative case form irrelevant for the text in English), the name belongs to the speaker's wife resulting (probably) in close relationship and endearing treatment. The translation losses cover some additional connotation due to absence of some grammatical categories in English and reader's lack of some background knowledge, though much of that can be restored.

Another important fact is, that the information integrated into a word, is closely connected with the style of the text. In this context, I. Arnold proves existence of the "second sort information", which appears in the result of interaction of logical, evaluative, emotional, expressive and aesthetic sorts of information, what impacts the word's stylistic function [2, 159]. I can emphasize, that V. Vinogradov's and I. Arnold's classifications are different, but they do not contradict with each other; on the contrary, they complete each other. I should state, that if the complex information, integrated into a word, impacts its stylistic function, then it impacts the style of the whole text as well and constitutes the individual style of the text's author.

This complex information was also mentioned by R. Minyar-Byeloruchev, who reminded the translator about such "additional effect" with which the author supplies the source text message [12, 178]. Thus, the translator's task is to correctly decode and retain this message, which is maintained by the complex of different semasiological connections and pragmatic effect on the reader, realized by means of the complex system of stylistic devises.

At this stage, the translator is to choose the translation strategy. As summarized by T. Andriienko, most of the translation linguists distinguish two basic strategies — domestication and foreignisation, which are studied mostly in cognitive, communicative and discoursive aspects [1, 85]. I think that there are no universal criteria of choice for such strategy, as it depends on different circumstances in each case. For instance, in the sentence «… або як знов зірветеся до бійки з панськими гайдуками,<…> то прошу знов до мене!» [31, 249] the word гайдуками is a historicism [30], which is rendered this way: "… or if you once again get into a fight with the lord's *hayduks*<…>, please come to me again!" [32, 109]. So, in this case, the translator has chosen the foreignisation strategy — the historical word is transliterated and marked with an asterisk (*) to address the reader to the glossary, where there is the explanation: "man-in-waiting, private soldier" [33, 376]. Thus, the foreign word hayduks preserves historical and national colouring, while the glossary entry reduces the semantic losses in translation. The way of its perception compensates the historic colouring in perception of the source text reader — thus the translator tries to reduce the degree of text style transformation.

As can be seen from the above written paragraphs, the process of translation and its constituent — the process of transition of the source text style into the target text style — are closely connected to individual way of perception of the source text by the translator with the intention of the translation text creating.

When continuing the research on translation quality assessment on the basis of the degree of transforming the text style, it is important to mention here, that the way the translation is assessed by the reader differs much from that done by the linguist, which does a thorough comparison of the source and target texts. The translation text reader seldom compares the texts in two different languages.

As Y. Kniazheva affirms, the average translation text reader does not detect the degree of translation equivalence by comparing the translation text with the source one. The most attention in such case is paid to correspondence of the translation text to the literary norms [10, 192]. Almost the same idea can be found in E. Skibińska’s work. She distinguishes two sorts of translation quality assessment: when the source and translation texts are compared, and when the translation text is compared with the literary norm of the target language; the latter is performed mainly by an average translation text reader [26, 21]. Thus, transforming the text style may affect the way the translation text is perceived by the reader. The same can be said also about the source text author, as the text style is closely connected to the author's individual style.

In this context, M. Brandes considers, that the reader identifies the author not as personality, but as a subjective narrator and draws the parallel between the text style and the author's individual style [5, 77]. I think that it is possible to draw another parallel — between the author as a subjective narrator and as a personality. In this way the correlation between the text style, narrator's style and the author's style is obvious. Thus, transforming the text style in translation may change the way of the text perception as well as of its author's style.

This idea can be proved by Y. Retsker's opinion, that reproducing the author's individual style by means of the target language stylistic devices is among the first tasks the translator has to do [15, 132]. Moreover, G. Shatkov admits translation to be good with no formal exactness, if the text style is not transformed [20, 46]. Thus, to reach the high level of translation adequacy, the translator must try and reproduced most details of the text style (and, of course, the author's individual style), even if disregard of the lexical-semantic exactness is inevitable. But for detecting all details of the style necessary for retaining in translation, the translator must "perceive" the author's individual style in general.
But if to consider the author's individual style as the system of typically used stylistic devices, such stylistic code, according to I. Galperin, can be decoded with no ambiguity not always [8, 137], that is any translator perceives the source text and its style (for instance, stylistic marking of the text element) in his/her own way, individually.

O. Morokhovsky's idea about stylistic marking may help to explain this. So, the text element is considered stylistically marked, if it is used in the type of the text, which is not typical for the reader [13, 330]. Thus, if the text element is used in a “non-typical” text type, it is perceived by the reader as marked, though it may be perceived as unmarked if this text type is typical for another reader. The same may be stated about the author and the translator, as there is no certainty, that the system of “typical” texts for both of them is always the same. This results in connection of degree of the author's and the translator's styles on the one hand and the degree of translation equivalence on the other.

At the same time I share O. Cherednychenko's opinion about correlation of the author's and the translator's styles: the translator's style is narrower than that of the author, because it depends on it and is under the influence of the source text contents and form [18, 179].

So, the number of stylistic modifications in the translation text should be limited for reaching a higher degree of translation adequacy, which results in retaining the source text style.

Thus, reducing the degree of transforming of the text style in the process of translation is among the translator's basic tasks. The adequate translation involves retaining most stylistic peculiarities of the text, among the intentions being reaching the text's pragmatic equivalence. The occurring transformations are to equalize the peculiarities of perceiving the source and the target texts. But, as the text style lies within the author's individual style, so the translation text style has to be within the translator's and the source text author's individual styles. In such case, the less differences in the author's and the translator's styles are detected, the higher the translation quality is. In further research, the elaborated methodology of detecting the degree of style transforming may contribute to translation quality assessment.
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ILLUSTRATIVE MATERIAL SOURCES
Стаття присвячена проблемі збереження стилю тексту у процесі перекладу. Зокрема, звертається особлива увага на труднощі перекладу семантичного та стилістичного характеру, для подолання яких перекладач має володіти не лише бездоганним знанням мов оригіналу та перекладу, але й фоновими та метафоновими знаннями. Збереження стилю тексту у процесі художнього перекладу є одним з основних завдань перекладача, оскільки від цього залежить рецепція тексту перекладу читачькою аудиторією.

Ключові слова: художній переклад, труднощі перекладу, трансформації, неперекладна лексика, еквівалентність.

Стаття посвячена проблеме сохранения стиля текста в процессе перевода. В частности, особое внимание уделено трудностям перевода семантического и стилистического характера, для преодоления которых переводчик должен владеть не только безупречными знаниями языков оригинала и перевода, но и фоновыми и метафоновыми знаниями. Сохранение стиля текста в процессе художественного перевода является одной из основных задач переводчика, так как от этого зависит рецепция текста перевода читательской аудиторией.

Ключевые слова: художественный перевод, трудности перевода, трансформации, непереводимая лексика, эквивалентность.

МІНІМАЛЬНІ РЕАКЦІЇ-ВІДПОВІДІ В АНГЛОМОВНОМУ ТЕЛЕВІЗІЙНОМУ ІНТЕРВ’Ю: ГЕНДЕРНИЙ АСПЕКТ

Цапро Г.Ю., Київський університет імені Бориса Грінченка

У статті розглядаються мінімальні реакції-відповіді, висловлені респондентами в англомовному телевізійному інтерв’ю, як гендерні дискурсивні показники, що репрезентують гендерну варіативність стратегій і тактик в інтерв’ю. Представлена класифікація мінімальних реакцій-відповідей, яка відображає багатофункціональність даних гендерних показників та їх детермінованість комунікативними інтенціями мовців. Класифіковані мінімальні реакції-відповіді визначені як гомогендерні та гетерогендерні (чоловічі та жіночі).

Ключові слова: гендер, гендерні дискурсивні показники, мінімальні реакції-відповіді, англомовне телевізійне інтерв’ю.